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A New Condition for Distance-regular Graphs 
J. H. KOOLEN 
We find that certain distance-regular graphs must contain Pappus subgraphs and, as a 
corollary, are able to rule out the existence of the last bipartite distance-regular graph of 
diameter 6 in the tables of [Z] for which the existence was still undecided. 
For the definitions of distance-regular graphs, intersection arrays and the numbers 
a,, b,, q, see [l] and [2]. 
THEOREM. Letrbeagraph witha,=a,=a3=0, ci=i-lfori=2,3,4. Thenany 
pair of vertices at mutual distance 4 determines a unique Pappus graph: a geodetically 
closed subgraph on 18 vertices with intersection array (3, 2, 2, 1; 1, 1, 2, 3). 
PROOF. Let x1, x2 be two vertices at distance 4. Let T(xI) f~ &(x2) = {yl, y2, y3}, 
G(x,) fl G(xz) = (21, 22, 23, z4, z5> ~61, &(x1) n Q2) = {y4, y5, ~~1. W.l.0.g. We have 
ZI -y1 -z,, &--y2-z4, z,-y3-z6, z,-y4--3, zZ--y5--z5, Z4-y6-Z6. 
Also we have d(y,, ye)=4 (not 3, otherwise a3fO) and T(y,)fl G(Y6) = {z,, .z2, x,}. 
G(YI) fl UY,) = { Z4r 261 X2}, &(YI)‘--’ r,(y,)= {Y4> Y,, Yz, Y3). BY C3=2 we have that 
d(z,, z4) = 4 (the distance is 2 or 4, but not 2, since in that case there would be more 
than two shortest paths joining z4 and y4 which are at distance 3 from each other). So 
there is a vertex u1 such that z1 - u1 - z6 and a vertex u2 such that z2 - u2 - z,. In the 
same way, we have a vertex u3 with z3 - u3 - z5. All these Ui are different. By looking 
at the pair (z,, z4) one can see that there is a vertex v, with u, -v, - u2. Similarly, 
there is a vertex v2 with u1 - v2 - u3. 
We have that d(y2, ul) = 4 and &(y2) fl T(u,) 2 (z6, zl, vI, v2}; hence vI = v2. 
Now the subgraph induced by {x1, x2, zl, z,, . . . , z,, Y,, y,, . . . , ye, u,, u2, uj, u,} is 
the Pappus graph, the graph with intersection array {3,2,2,1; 1, 1,2,3}. q 
COROLLARY. The numbers $blb2b3 and =&vk4 are integral. 
PROOF. These numbers are the number of Pappus graphs on an edge and the total 
of Pappus graphs. 0 
The latter condition rules out the existence of distance-regular graphs with 
intersection array {7,6,6,5,4,3; 1, 1,2,3,4,7}, v = 686, k4 = 210. 
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